
Short Description:

Glossy illustrated children’s book about a family cat called Doris.

Key Selling Points:

- High standard of illustration
- Going back to ‘old fashioned’ standards of book production
- Ideal gift
- Covers important family subjects – gentle reference to bullying and family values
- Full social media, trade and consumer advertising and PR
- Appeals to children, parents and grandparents alike
- First book in a series of Doris Morris books.
- Ideal for extended marketing opportunities such as soft toys, games, tie-ins,  
animation and so on.

Marketing & Publicity:

Mainstream media and women’s press coverage for reviews and discussion. The Book 
Trust is promoting a ‘back to values’ style campaign to get parents and grandparents to 
read to their children. Doris Morris appeals on a number of levels as it is easy to read, 
fun, it engages children and is of an exceptional quality both in terms of illustration and 
writing, plus print. Cats are hugely popular with people of all ages.  The author is also  
the owner of the publishing company behind the title, and has exceptional marketing  
and PR experience.

Comparative Titles: 

Mog The Cat – Judith Kerr / The Cat in the Hat – Dr Seuss

Readership: 

Readers are likely to be a combination of children – aged four to six - reading on  
their own plus children reading with parents and grandparents, or being read to.   
The content, while aimed at primary school children, will appeal to other ages. Because 
of the gentle moral within each book of the series, it will be marketed to support groups 
dealing with children’s issues such as bullying, new children in a family, illness and so on.

Long Description:

Doris Morris is an elderly cat living with the Morris family, including Amy and Ted who 
are four-and-a-bit and eight years old respectively. In Doris Morris – The Invasion of the 
Neighbours – she is bullied by Gangsta Cat and Lizzie who come into the house when the 
humans are out and eat her food, make a mess and generally get Doris into trouble. 
  
Thankfully Amy and Ted realise what is going on and set a trap for the intruders, chasing 
them out and helping to persuade Mum that Doris isn’t a bad cat after all.  

The moral of the story is that family can be there for you in times of trouble and by getting 
their help, children can get out of  many a scrape and rely on their support.

Author Biography:

Janet Kelly is a journalist and author, having acclaim with her novels ‘Dear Beneficiary’ 
and ‘For The Last Time’. She has vast marketing experience and runs Bobaloo Books, the 
publisher behind the Doris Morris series.
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